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ABSTRACT

Objective: Sharing health research data is essential for accelerating the translation of research into actionable knowledge that can impact health care services and outcomes. Qualitative health research data are rarely shared due to the challenge of deidentifying text and the potential risks of participant reidentification. Here, we establish and evaluate a framework for deidentifying qualitative research data using automated computational techniques including removal of identifiers that are not considered HIPAA Safe Harbor (HSH) identifiers but are likely to be found in unstructured qualitative data.

Materials and Methods: We developed and validated a pipeline for deidentifying qualitative research data using automated computational techniques. An in-depth analysis and qualitative review of different types of qualitative health research data were conducted to inform and evaluate the development of a natural language processing (NLP) pipeline using named-entity recognition, pattern matching, dictionary, and regular expression methods to deidentify qualitative texts.

Results: We collected 2 datasets with 1.2 million words derived from over 400 qualitative research data documents. We created a gold-standard dataset with 280K words (70 files) to evaluate our deidentification pipeline. The majority of identifiers in qualitative data are non-HSH and not captured by existing systems. Our NLP deidentification pipeline had a consistent F1-score of ~0.90 for both datasets.

Conclusion: The results of this study demonstrate that NLP methods can be used to identify both HSH identifiers and non-HSH identifiers. Automated tools to assist researchers with the deidentification of qualitative data will be increasingly important given the new National Institutes of Health (NIH) data-sharing mandate.
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INTRODUCTION

Qualitative research methods generate unstructured non-numeric textual data from patients, physicians, and other individuals in the form of interviews, focus groups, or narrative descriptions of health-related experiences. Qualitative research provides unique insight into health behaviors, attitudes, motivations, and subjective experiences and is especially useful for exploring sensitive, private, or stigmatizing experiences. Sharing health data is essential for transforming research into actionable knowledge that can impact health care services and outcomes. Data sharing is required by major...
LAY SUMMARY
Sharing health data is cost-efficient, increases the overall impact of research, and enhances findings through the availability of multiple datasets. Data sharing is required by major US research funders, including the National Institutes of Health, and deidentified quantitative data are frequently shared. Qualitative health research data are rarely shared, reducing the impact of qualitative research, increasing costs, and limiting transparency and the ability to verify findings that open science promotes. The goal of this study is to develop and evaluate a framework for deidentifying qualitative research data using automated computational techniques. An in-depth analysis and qualitative review of different types of qualitative health research data were conducted to inform and evaluate the development of a natural language processing (NLP) pipeline using named-entity recognition, pattern matching, dictionary, and regular expression methods to deidentify qualitative texts. Qualitative research data are substantially different to electronic health records (EHR) or clinical notes, where most deidentification efforts have focused. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that focuses on the deidentification of qualitative health research data not contained in the EHR. The study results demonstrate that computational methods utilizing NLP methods can be effectively employed to deidentify qualitative research data.

United States (US) funders and deidentified biomolecular data, as well as data derived from electronic health records (EHR), including clinical notes, are increasingly being shared in order to better understand and improve health. Notably, qualitative healthcare data, including data collected outside of the EHR, are rarely shared. A major barrier to sharing qualitative data is the challenge of deidentifying unstructured non-numeric text.

A new National Institutes of Health (NIH) data sharing policy mandates data sharing beginning in 2023 and does not distinguish between types of data to be shared. The policy defines data broadly as “recorded factual material commonly accepted in the scientific community as necessary to validate and replicate research findings” including unpublished data. The policy requires all NIH-funded investigators to submit Data Management and Sharing Plans to “integrate data sharing into the routine conduct of research.” Lack of data sharing plans can lead to termination of an award or impact future funding decisions and is an allowable cost. Researchers will need to be prepared for broader data sharing going forward—including qualitative data—in light of this revised NIH policy.

A substantial volume of data is generated in the healthcare domain through qualitative methods, suggesting this is an untapped resource available to supplement numeric and structured health data. A search of PubMed for qualitative health research articles including interviews and/or focus groups in English yields 11,507 published articles in the last 5 years. A majority of research projects funded through the National Human Genome Research Institute’s “ethical, legal, and social implications” (ELSI) program use qualitative or mixed methods. Eighty-two percent of initial research projects funded by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) include qualitative methods which are deemed essential to PCORI’s mission of ensuring patients’ voices are represented in research. PCORI also mandates that qualitative methods are used to inform the development of all validated measures and requires funded researchers to share all data generated.

Qualitative research is resource intensive requiring significant time for collection, processing, and analyses. The benefits of qualitative data sharing (QDS) include saving research resources, reducing the data collection burden on participants, enabling secondary analyses, facilitating student training, and enhancing transparency, openness, and the ability to verify findings. In concurrent work, we explored the attitudes of qualitative researchers, data curators, institutional review board (IRB) members, and qualitative research participants regarding the barriers and benefits of QDS. While attitudes toward QDS vary, there is broad willingness and support of QDS among stakeholder groups. The biggest barriers to QDS currently are lack of knowledge, resources, and algorithms and support software, to facilitate the deidentification of qualitative data so that it can be responsibly and ethically shared in a data repository.

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule provides 2 methods for deidentification of data: the Safe Harbor Method and expert determination. The HIPAA Safe Harbor method requires the removal of 18 identifiers and is the most commonly used process for deidentification. HIPAA also permits expert statistical determination in place of removing the 18 HIPAA Safe Harbor identifiers. However, deidentifying qualitative data presents unique challenges. The qualitative text contains identifiers—not considered HIPAA Safe Harbor identifiers (hereafter called HSH identifiers)—which in combination with other details could lead to reidentification of an individual. For instance, common redaction algorithms would remove all 18 HSH identifiers including names and dates, but dates may appear as “Christmas Eve 2004” in narrative text and would not be recognized as one of the 18 HSH identifiers. Narrative text may contain an identifier such as “CEO of Purina since 2010” rather than an individual first and last name. While neither “Christmas Eve 2004” nor “CEO of Purina since 2010” are HSH identifiers, they could identify an individual nonetheless—the former indirectly when mentioned as a birthday, for example, the latter more directly than a first and last name, which are rarely unique.

In addition, current deidentification tools have focused and trained on unstructured data such as clinical notes in EHRs but are not sufficient for qualitative research data which are structured differently. Qualitative research data mostly contain well-formed sentences occurring within structured conversations between multiple speakers, whereas clinical notes contain sentence fragments and observations by a single provider often using complex medical terms. Additionally, qualitative data are often transcribed and contain stutters, pauses, and timestamps. Some identifiers which are important to deidentify or redact from clinical notes—like timestamps—are generally only present in qualitative text because of transcription practices (ie, timestamps indicate words that could not be transcribed) and should not be marked for deidentification in qualitative data as it will create too many false positives, illustrating the unique nature of qualitative data.

Importantly, when qualitative data contain HSH identifiers, they are primarily names and geographic locations while the vast majority of HSH identifiers such as device, vehicle, medical record, social security, or fax numbers, are not present in qualitative data. Quali-
ative data are more likely to contain non-HSH identifiers than the majority of HSH identifiers. The majority of existing text deidentification tools and services rely on HIPAA-defined standards for deidentification and focus on removing only the 18 HSH identifiers and were developed for clinical records or narratives. Select text deidentification tools and services include the following limited number of non-HSH identifiers that are commonly found in clinical notes: age, gender, organizations, timestamp, and professions, but no system comprehensively covers all of these non-HSH identifiers. Philter, Scrubber, and Physionet tools are among a few of the state-of-the-art research-based tools developed and used for deidentification of clinical notes, but all of these tools have been trained for medical corpora and do not include identifiers beyond the HSH identifiers. Qualitative data are closer in content (vocabulary) and style (grammatical structure, syntactic structure) to general news articles and conversational data than the medical corpora. In the field of clinical notes deidentification, researchers have also used and shown the effectiveness of advanced computational methods like machine and deep learning in identifying HSH identifiers. The Irish Qualitative Data Archive (IQDA) Qualitative Data Anonymizer is one of the few tools developed specifically for qualitative data deidentification and contains features such as name mapping management and highlighting, but only recognizes names. However, the tool’s ability to automatically identify text believed to be Protected Health Information (PHI) is based on a user-supplied dictionary of words and their replacements is not very effective or comprehensive.

In this paper, we describe the development of an automated computational framework for identification and removal of both HSH and non-HSH identifiers present in unstructured qualitative texts collected in biomedical and health settings. Currently, there is no standard for determining when a qualitative narrative text is adequately deidentified given the data contain non-HSH identifiers. For the purposes of this project, we define data as adequately deidentified when no one except the researcher(s) who gathered the data and the participant who provided it can recognize the individuals discussed in the text. We assume this standard will enable deidentified data to be deposited in a repository with restricted access, and potentially open access. This leaves open the question of whether other individuals—who are not the primary researcher or participant—could identify someone based on the data. Future research is needed to determine what is an adequate standard of deidentification, and if fewer or more identifiers should be included in the software.

We do not refer to the anonymization of data since some have suggested anonymity is almost never possible with qualitative research given that primary researchers who collect qualitative data will likely always be able to identify individual participants. Kayaalp distinguishes deidentification from anonymization as follows: deidentification describes a specific process or method to minimize the risk of reidentification of an individual, while anonymization is a goal rather than a specific method. The current project aims to balance preventing reidentification of an individual while ensuring adequate contextual detail remains in the data to enable others to analyze and interpret them.

OBJECTIVE

The goal of this study is to develop and evaluate a framework for deidentifying qualitative research data collected during healthcare research using automated computational techniques. Our goal is to achieve the deidentification of qualitative text which goes beyond the removal of the 18 HSH identifiers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that focuses on deidentification of qualitative health research data not contained in the EHR. We developed a natural language processing (NLP) pipeline to deidentify the qualitative research data and validated the pipeline using qualitative expert evaluations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We performed an in-depth analysis and qualitative review of 2 different types of qualitative health research data, which resulted in the creation of gold-standard data containing HSH and non-HSH identifiers. Next, we used manual review to create a gold-standard dataset to develop and evaluate an NLP pipeline to automatically extract identifiers from qualitative texts and replace the identifiers with contextual replacement categories. Figure 1 provides a visual representation of our approach. We followed a multistep approach using NLP techniques, pattern matching, and dictionary-based identification.

Step 1: Data collection and preprocessing

We used 2 types of qualitative research datasets for this study. The first dataset consisted of narrative texts in the form of stories written by patients, family caregivers, and healthcare providers published in the academic journal Narrative Inquiry in Bioethics (NIB). NIB publishes first-person narratives focused on a common healthcare topic or experience. The authors of NIB stories are typically not anonymous and often reveal sensitive and private information about themselves and others with their consent. The second dataset consisted of semistructured in-depth interviews with qualitative researchers, data curators, IRB members, and research participants regarding their attitudes toward QDS collected as part of this project. Interviews were audio-recorded and then transcribed verbatim by a professional transcription service.

Both datasets used in this study provided unique challenges and opportunities for the deidentification analysis. The published NIB stories are reviewed by journal editors before publishing and are thus mostly grammatically well-structured narrative text. The NIB stories describe a wide variety of healthcare contexts including cancer care, end of life, vaccination preferences, and infertility. The second dataset from the interview study provides consistency in topic but created challenges due to the unstructured format of a transcript containing text of conversations between a researcher and participant, multiple transcription errors, and filler words such as “err” and “hmm.” The interview documents were preprocessed to remove any text containing words describing the actions of the interviewee such as [chuckles], [laughter], or [makes sputtering sounds]. We performed our deidentification analysis on both datasets, which provided considerable advantages over past attempts to develop a deidentification framework using qualitative research documents and not clinical notes and/or medical records.

Step 2: Qualitative review and analysis

Qualitative research and ethics subject matter experts analyzed the collected NIB stories and interview transcripts with the following goals: (1) to understand and identify the kinds of identifiers most commonly found in qualitative texts; (2) to suggest additional categories other than the 18 HSH identifiers that can potentially reveal an individual’s identity; and (3) to create a gold-standard dataset.
that can be used in the next step for the deidentification modules of identification and substitution.

Members of the research team used the qualitative data analysis software Dedoose, which enables multiple users to code the same documents on the cloud and blinded to one another, to annotate identifiers in health-related stories. We used an established qualitative coding process of consensus coding. In the first stage, we created a codebook with operationalizations of the non-HSH identifiers we hoped to capture and the 18 HSH identifiers. When the first codebook was finalized, multiple independent coders annotated the 15 pilot datasets blinded to one another (4 coders annotated NIB stories, 3 coders annotated QDS interview files). Coding was manually checked for every instance of coder agreement and disagreement and each instance of disagreement was discussed by the entire team. Codebook development involved multiple meetings with the research team to operationalize, refine, and determine which additional non-HSH identifiers should be included or potentially rejected. The additional 55 files coded during the second phase involved a similar coding process with 2 independent coders, and using a refined codebook after the first round of coding.

Disagreement between coders generally fell into 2 categories. In some cases, disagreements were due to coder error where a coder simply missed an identifier that should have been coded according to the codebook. In these cases, after team discussion coding was corrected. The second area of disagreement occurred when defined non-HSH identifiers should be included or potentially rejected. The additional 55 files coded during the second phase involved a similar coding process with 2 independent coders, and using a refined codebook after the first round of coding.

Additionally, some variables we originally intended to flag were dropped. In initial phases of codebook development, we had hoped to include broad categories for things we deemed to be personally identifying and sensitive such as stigmatizing illnesses. Therefore, we initially tried to capture any health-related information under a code called “health status,” but soon recognized this was an enormous category that included any mention of a disease, treatment, disability, symptoms, medications, and more. Flagging every instance of any health status information removes essential contextual detail and is generally not personally identifying. There are many diseases, such as Alzheimer’s Disease, which may be stigmatized but are not rare enough to be personally identifying and provide critical contextual details about an individual. The team determined that capturing rare diseases only, as defined by a rare disease list, would enable us to capture potentially individually identifying information due to a rare disease, while leaving much health-related information present in the text.

Similarly, we considered including gender as this could be an identifier (ie, males with breast cancer) but flagging every instance of gender in a transcript also required removing all gendered words such as waitress, husband, wife, son, daughter, uncle, mother, he, or she, which are ubiquitous in transcripts. The team rejected including gender because it would adversely affect the readability of a transcript and because gender is an important piece of contextual information. Additionally, “sex as a biological variable” must be reported to NIH. We also included a category of “numbers” in our non-HSH identifiers as numbers often reveal unique traits (ie, being born with 3 limbs) or outlier values (ie, weight, height, or number of children) that can be individually identifying. We did, however, exclude the number “one” from our pipeline because this is both a number and a pronoun (eg, “one should always wear sunscreen”), and flagging every instance of “one” generates too many false positives.

We initially planned to include all instances of professions, but professions were present throughout transcripts suggesting they provide important context, and removing all professions adversely affects the readability of data. This category was also difficult to operationalize during coding because the category was overly broad and could include terms such as “mayor of,” “boss,” “CEO,” “researcher,” “faculty,” or “graduate students” that often were not individually identifying. By including the non-HSH organization/institution category in our pipeline, the team evaluated the typical risks and then determined that a profession could likely remain in the data without being individually identifying, for instance “CEO of Purina” would become “CEO of Inst/Org.”

Ultimately, the team determined that smaller, more narrowly defined categories of identifiers were preferable because they could be well operationalized for annotation, were more likely to be personally identifying, and also enable more granularity for users in potentially determining what types of identifier categories to look for within the data.

Our final codebook contained 2 broad categories of identifiers: 18 HSH identifiers and 8 additional categories of non-HSH identifiers (see Table 1) that must be removed, replaced with more general terms, or at least evaluated to achieve an adequate degree of deidentification of qualitative research data.

**Step 3: Identification and substitution algorithm**

We then developed an NLP pipeline for identifying different types of HSH and non-HSH identifiers in text data. In addition, we have utilized and customized some components from 2 existing toolkits Nat-
natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) and Stanford Named Entity Recognizer\(^4\) in implementing our 18 HSH identifier modules including names, location, telephone numbers, and email addresses.

The identification of non-HSH identifiers was accomplished by using various NLP techniques. In order to detect various categories of identifiers including names, location, and organization, we used a set of pretrained models for Named Entity Recognition (NER). NER models are built to label sequences of words in textual data that represent an entity such as names of things, including person and company names, or location. One of the more common categorizations of this type of data is into person, location, and organization, which was used in the MUC-7 Named Entity task.\(^5\) These categories map very closely to the aspects in the text that need to be identified and suggested for the removal of identifiers. For this study, we used the publicly available 3- and 7-class NER classifiers from StanfordNER, which are pretrained models to identify person, location, and organization in newswire text.\(^5\) to suggest identifiers. NERs (including StanfordNER) typically utilize conditional random fields (CRFs) to identify different categories of entities and label sequential data such as text. A key feature of CRFs is that they are able to take into account the context surrounding words.

We also implemented some regular expressions-based pattern matching to extract identifiers such as time, date, age, and other numbers. Lastly, we used dictionaries for some of the identifier categories, including rare diseases and sexual orientation, and race/ethnicity for which we created a repository of possible words representing each category and extracted the identifiers based on their match. We also used the dictionary approach for certain special dates such as the holidays “Thanksgiving” or “Memorial Day.”

After developing the above methods for identifying HSH and non-HSH identifiers in qualitative text documents, the next step in the deidentification pipeline was to determine appropriate substitution texts for the identifiers to maintain the readability of deidentified text and minimize information loss. The category names defined in Table 1 were used to create unique substitution texts for each identifier.

### Step 4: Performance evaluation

We empirically evaluated the accuracy of the NLP pipeline by comparing the tagged identifiers with the gold-standard annotations. Gold-standard annotations were produced by 4 team members who reviewed text independently and then met to achieve consensus or refine the operationalization of variables where discrepancies in rating existed. The metrics used for the evaluation are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Precision (measure of exactness)} & \quad P = \frac{N_{\text{correct}}}{N_{\text{correct}} + N_{\text{spurious}}} \\
\text{Recall (measure of completeness)} & \quad R = \frac{N_{\text{correct}}}{N_{\text{expected}}} \\
\text{F1-score (weighted average of precision and recall)} & \quad F1 = 2 \times \frac{P \times R}{P + R}
\end{align*}
\]

We implemented our deidentification and evaluation pipeline in the Python programming language and used shell scripting for integration of software modules. We reviewed the incorrect instances (false positives and false negatives) to understand the potential reasons for the incorrect identification.

### RESULTS

We collected more than 400 qualitative research data documents (with 1.2 million words) and deidentified them using our NLP pipe-
line. These data documents were sourced from 2 distinct datasets. The first dataset contained 304 unique stories by patients, family caregivers, and healthcare providers published in the academic research journal NIB. The second dataset consisted of 120 semi-structured interviews conducted with 4 unique participant groups. Table 2 provides the descriptive statistics for the NIB and interview datasets and the number of identifier tokens tagged by our NLP pipeline for each set.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the 2 datasets used in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dataset 1 (NIB stories)</th>
<th>Dataset 2 (Interviews)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of files</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of word tokens</td>
<td>547,733</td>
<td>683,380</td>
<td>1,231,313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean length of file (# word tokens)</td>
<td>1801.75</td>
<td>5696.50</td>
<td>2904.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NIB: Narrative Inquiry in Bioethics.

Figure 2 provides the distribution of different identifier categories in the 2 qualitative research datasets. We observe a difference in the distribution of the categories, owing to the nature of the datasets. Since the first dataset contained personal stories and experiences written by patients, caregivers, or healthcare providers, they contained many more identifiers in Name (HSH) and Organization (non-HSH) categories. In contrast, qualitative interviews contained far fewer identifiers in Names (HSH) but each qualitative transcript contained a median of 5 unique identifier categories (range 2–8 transcript), with a mean of 40 identifiers/transcript across all categories.

We empirically evaluated the accuracy of the NLP pipeline by comparing the tagged identifiers with the gold-standard annotations on 70 (15 pilot followed by 55 additional files) qualitative research documents. The 15 pilot files were used to iteratively develop the NLP pipeline described in Figure 3. Once developed, the pipeline was tested on 55 additional files. The metrics used for the evaluation were precision, recall, and F-score. Table 3 provides the descriptive statistics for the 2 datasets and the number of identifiers/tokens tagged by our NLP pipeline.

Our results demonstrate that only a small percentage of word/word tokens in qualitative research data contains any form of HSH or non-HSH identifiers. The number of identifiers varied in our 2 datasets but ranged between 1% and 3% of the total word tokens (Table 3). These identifiers are located within large volumes of unstructured qualitative text, making manually locating them challenging. Our NLP pipeline has a consistent F1 score of ~0.90 for both QDS and NIB datasets.

We performed an error analysis of the above results (Iteration 1), by analyzing the false-positive and false-negative identifiers. We observed that a single name of the organization which repeated as part of an interview question in every transcript of dataset 2, was being missed by our pipeline and driving the low recall. We identified that this organization name was missed due to both the unique format of the organization name, as well as the length and the structure of the whole sentence in which it occurred. The sentence contained 3 long-named organizations with few connecting words in the middle. Hence, we revised our pipeline analysis (Iteration 2) by adding the one organization name as a dictionary item to showcase the pipeline performance for dataset 2 (Table 3) after the removal of one problematic organization name. We thought that this was a reasonable approach as users of a deidentification system would likely have used the system in a similar manner. The majority of the other identifiers missed belonged to the Others non-HSH category (see “Discussion” section).

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to establish and evaluate a framework for deidentifying qualitative research data collected during healthcare research using automated computational techniques including removal of non-HSH identifiers commonly found in unstructured qualitative data. This study is uniquely focused solely on developing novel predictive deidentification algorithms with contextual substitutions to enhance the deidentification of qualitative health research data that includes non-HSH identifiers. We performed both qualitative and computational analysis of qualitative research data documents and obtained insights into the occurrence and nature of identifiers in these documents and the effectiveness of computational models in deidentification. We performed a gold-standard, annotation-based validation to evaluate the performance of the NLP pipeline in accurately deidentifying the qualitative research data. Our automated NLP pipeline significantly improves (consistent F1 score of ~0.90) on prior attempts and is uniquely able to identify both HSH and 8 additional categories of non-HSH identifiers in unstructured qualitative text.

We found very few HSH and non-HSH identifiers in qualitative text (1%–3% of all words). The low overall frequency is due to the large volume of unstructured qualitative text wherein identifiers are located; manually locating them would be extraordinarily time-consuming. Importantly, the majority of identifiers found were non-HSH identifiers, with the only exception being a large number of individual names contained in the first set of NIB stories. The presence of HSH names in NIB stories is unsurprising as they are published narratives where authors have frequently agreed to identify themselves and others and are required to obtain informed consent from others who might be identified in their detailed narrative. However, this finding suggests that some forms of qualitative data, such as ethnographies or detailed field notes taken by a researcher, may contain more identifiers and present greater challenges in terms of deidentification.

In contrast, qualitative interviews conducted between an individual and a researcher contained primarily non-HSH identifiers. Notably, qualitative interviews and focus groups are the most common methods used in qualitative health science research, and are likely representative of the majority of qualitative data collected. The only HSH identifiers contained in interview transcripts were names and a URL, but the remaining 16 HSH identifiers were not present. Here again, this finding is not unexpected given that many of the HSH identifiers relate to medical record, device, fax, telephone, or social security numbers, that we would not expect to be present in qualitative interviews where people describe experiences and attitudes. The majority of identifiers present in interviews were non-HSH. Each qualitative transcript contains a median of 5 unique identifier categories, with a mean of 40 identifiers/transcript across all categories. The most common identifier was organization (median 9 transcript), which is non-HSH and not currently captured by the majority of systems. While there are no standards to determine when qualitative data...
texts are sufficiently deidentified, the presence of 5 unique identifier categories per transcript is sufficient to warrant removal as individual identity could be inferred from their combination.

Our findings indicate that non-HSH identifiers, such as organization, are particularly important for deidentification of qualitative data. For example, consider a participant who is a Hispanic, male nurse. Hispanic male nurses are not unique within the United States, but such a description may be highly unique at a particular hospital or research site, which indicates that research location is an important variable for deidentification especially when research is conducted at a single site. By not disclosing the study location or by conducting a study at multiple sites, qualitative researchers could reduce the likelihood that any individual could be reidentified and this may be a best practice going forward. Nevertheless, considering that most of the identifiers are only “indirect” (requiring more than one piece of information to infer an identity) and that the pipeline has a consistent F1 score of ~0.90, the resulting data are likely highly deidentified.

Future research is needed to determine whether additional non-HSH identifiers should be included in our pipeline or whether some of our existing categories may be irrelevant going forward. For instance, we considered including professions as one of our non-HSH identifiers but determined that this detail may be contextually important and could likely remain in the data so long as other non-HSH identifiers such as location/organization are removed. However, our NLP pipeline may need to include additional categories of non-HSH identifiers, such as profession, going forward.

Some identifiers are simply not feasible to be extracted using automated computational techniques, a category we designate as “other” to indicate identifiers that are not captured under any existing category (Table 1). For instance, Olympic gold medalist swimmer would not be captured using our algorithm as either an HSH or non-HSH identifier. However, this piece of information could be as identifying as providing a first and last name if it is combined with other details such as the year of the games, or the location (eg, Houston). This indicates that tools for deidentification of qualitative data will always require human input to search for identifiers that will not be found automatically and confirm when data have been adequately deidentified.
We believe that automated computational methods can assist researchers who wish to share qualitative data in an efficient and ethically responsible manner, and will be especially important in light of the revised NIH data sharing policy. Given the complexity of identifiers present in qualitative research data, the goal of automatic deidentification should be to improve the efficiency and quality of the processes rather than to replace the need for careful attention from a highly trained human user. There are some identifiers that will only be found by a human user, such as those in the “other” category. The ultimate goal of our research is to develop a user-friendly cloud-based application that will enable users to deidentify qualitative text data, view the substitutions proposed and validate, customize, and download the final deidentified text. Given that there are no automated tools to assist qualitative researchers, who currently must manually deidentify data, our work represents a significant advance.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Identifiers in qualitative documents are more likely to be non-HSH and to our knowledge, there are no existing tools that capture both HSH and all 8 of the non-HSH identifiers our team has determined are present in qualitative healthcare data. Computational methods utilizing NLP methods can be effectively employed to deidentify qualitative research data. We propose to extend on our current work by utilizing machine-, deep learning, and ontology-based analyses to significantly enhance our deidentification capabilities and generate substitutions that avoid information loss. In addition, there is a need to conduct qualitative studies to determine whether we are capturing sufficient non-HSH identifiers in our system by gathering evidence directly from participants and researchers regarding the acceptability of deidentified qualitative data in masking individual identity while maintaining adequate contextual detail.
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